The aim is to review the background underlying the debate related to the alternative nomenclatures for and the most appropriate diagnostic evaluation of patients with thunderclap headache. The clinical profile and differential diagnosis of thunderclap headache is described, and a nosological framework and diagnostic approach to this group of patients is proposed.

Thunderclap headache refers to a severe and explosive headache with peak intensity at onset—as sudden and as unexpected as a “clap of thunder”. The term was first used to describe this type of headache as a presentation of an unruptured cerebral aneurysm. Whether unruptured aneurysms in this and other cases are incidental findings has become a problematic issue and considerable debate has ensued regarding the nomenclature of this term and the most appropriate diagnostic evaluation of patients presenting with thunderclap headache. To add further complexity, since its introduction, the term has also been used to refer to an idiopathic benign recurrent headache disorder, a variant of migraine, and a presenting symptom of various sinister underlying causes including subarachnoid haemorrhage, cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, pituitary apoplexy, spontaneous intracranial hypotension, and hypertensive encephalopathy. The purpose of this discussion is to review the background underlying this debate, to describe the clinical profile and differential diagnosis of thunderclap headache, and to propose a nosological framework and diagnostic approach to this group of patients.

CAN UNRUPTURED INTRACRANIAL ANEURYSMS PRESENT WITH THUNDERCLAP HEADACHE?

An instantaneous severe headache has long been recognised as the signature feature of an unruptured cerebral aneurysm. Whether unruptured aneurysms in this and other cases are incidental findings has become a problematic issue and considerable debate has ensued regarding the nomenclature of this term and the most appropriate diagnostic evaluation of patients presenting with thunderclap headache. To add further complexity, since its introduction, the term has also been used to refer to an idiopathic benign recurrent headache disorder, a variant of migraine, and a presenting symptom of various sinister underlying causes including subarachnoid haemorrhage, cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, pituitary apoplexy, spontaneous intracranial hypotension, and hypertensive encephalopathy. The purpose of this discussion is to review the background underlying this debate, to describe the clinical profile and differential diagnosis of thunderclap headache, and to propose a nosological framework and diagnostic approach to this group of patients.

In 1986, the term thunderclap headache was introduced to describe a similar headache as a presenting feature of an unruptured cerebral aneurysm. The authors described a 42 year old woman who had three severe acute headaches within 1 week. The CT brain and CSF examinations were normal. Despite the absence of blood within the CSF, conventional angiography showed diffuse, multifocal, and segmental cerebral vasospasm and a saccular aneurysm at the point of origin of the right posterior cerebral artery. However, no evidence of old or recent haemorrhage was seen during aneurysmal surgery. Four weeks later, the follow up angiogram was normal. The authors concluded that unruptured intracranial aneurysms can present with “thunderclap headache” and cerebral angiography is necessary in these patients even when the CT and CSF are normal.

A very similar case was reported 2 years later—a 50 year old woman had recurrent thunderclap headaches within a 13 day period without evidence of blood on either the CT or CSF. Angiography disclosed a 4 mm wide neck aneurysm of the internal carotid artery (ICA) with evidence of vasospasm in the right ICA and both middle cerebral arteries, but at surgery, there was no evidence of rupture. More recently, a 50 year old woman who had a thunderclap headache and a normal CT and CSF in the setting of a posterior communicating artery aneurysm (with daughter sac) was reported. At surgery, although the aneurysm dome was said to have been “thin walled”, there was no evidence of haemorrhage or rupture.

In the light of the 3.6%–6% prevalence of unruptured intracranial aneurysms in the general population, these cases have sparked and fuelled the debate over whether the aneurysm in each case was an incidental finding or whether an unruptured saccular aneurysm can present with thunderclap headache and a normal CT, CSF, and neurological examination. In view of the fact that about 12% of patients with subarachnoid haemorrhage present with the “worst headache of their life” and a normal neurological examination, this issue takes on singular importance. The answer to this question of course would answer the pressing question as to whether any or all such patients should undergo conventional angiography.

The most compelling evidence which supports the view that thunderclap headache may be symptomatic of an unruptured aneurysm was a...
report of a 53 year old woman whose CT and CSF were normal after presenting with a sudden severe headache.22 Two days later, the patient was found unresponsive and died shortly after an angiogram disclosed a right internal carotid aneurysm. Unfortunately, this case was only presented as an abstract, and neither the cause of death nor evidence of subarachnoid haemorrhage was disclosed.

In one retrospective series, 7/111 patients with symptomatic unruptured saccular aneurysms were said to have presented with thunderclap headache.23 Unfortunately, not all patients in this study had CSF examinations and there were abnormal neurological findings or other clinical and imaging features which posed little diagnostic confusion as to the presence of an underlying cause for the headache. This study therefore did not address patients with thunderclap headache with normal CT, CSF, and neurological examinations.

In another retrospective series, 562 patients presented with sudden severe headache, normal CT, and “colourless” CSF.24 Cerebral aneurysms were found in 52 patients (9.3%). Of the 46 patients who were taken to surgery, eight (1.4%) had a “minor leak”, although it is unclear exactly how this was defined.

Collectively, these data have prompted the recommendation that because of the potentially devastating consequences of overlooking a symptomatic saccular aneurysm, angiography should be obtained in patients with thunderclap headache and normal CT, CSF, and neurological examinations.

“Thunderclap headache is a clinical emergency which mandates a swift evaluation with investigations aimed at excluding a subarachnoid haemorrhage”

Evidence against an association between unruptured intracranial aneurysms and thunderclap headache on the other hand is derived from several prospective studies which have concluded that in patients with thunderclap headache and a bloodless CT and CSF, angiography is not indicated.25–28 In one prospective series, 71 patients with thunderclap headache and negative CT and CSF examinations were followed up for a mean of 3.3 years.29 None of these patients had a subarachnoid haemorrhage during the follow up period although 27% of these patients had experienced similar headaches either before or subsequent to the index event. Similarly, other studies have reported recurrent thunderclap headaches in 8%-44% of patients after the first presentation,22–25 suggesting that thunderclap headache may be a unique and recurrent, but benign, primary headache disorder.

Thus, the overwhelming majority of patients who present with thunderclap headache and have normal CT and CSF examinations, will not harbour a symptomatic cerebral aneurysm, and in the absence of other intracranial causes, the outcome and prognosis is benign. The question as to which patients require further investigation and which diagnostic studies to pursue depends on the clinical index of suspicion of other disorders which may present with thunderclap headache and normal neurological, CT, and CSF examinations.

SYMPTOMATIC THUNDERCLAP HEADACHE

Although idiopathic thunderclap headache may represent a distinct primary headache syndrome, an indistinguishable headache profile may occur in the setting of sinister intracranial and extracranial vascular pathology. In addition to subarachnoid haemorrhage which is a well recognised cause for thunderclap headache, similar sudden peak intensity headaches with normal neurological examinations can be the presenting feature of cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST), pituitary apoplexy, cervicocephalic arterial dissection, acute hypertensive crisis, and spontaneous intracranial haemorrhage. These disorders, with the exception of subarachnoid haemorrhage, may often evade detection by CT and lumbar puncture.

Headache is the most common symptom of cerebral venous sinus thrombosis and occurs as the most frequent presenting symptom in about 75% of cases. The headache may be diffuse or localised, and it is most often persistent, worse upon recumbancy, and aggravated by the Valsalva manoeuvre. Although its onset is usually subacute over several days, thunderclap headache may be the presenting feature in up to 10% of patients with CVST.24 Overall, CT is interpreted as normal in about 25% of patients with CVST. This proportion reaches 50% or more in patients with isolated intracranial hypertension but is below 10% in patients with focal neurological signs.26–27 Although some combination of lymphocytic pleocytosis, red blood cells, and increased protein is present in 30%–50% of published cases, up to 40% of patients with CVST may have raised opening pressure without alteration in cytotoxic studies.28–30 When there is clinical suspicion of CVST, CT has now been supplanted by MRI, which should be the initial investigation.

Headache is also the earliest and most common clinical manifestation of symptomatic internal carotid artery dissection occurring in up to 75% of patients.31–33 A syndrome of oculosympathetic paresis (Horner’s syndrome) and unilateral headache, especially in the anterior head region, is strongly suggestive of internal carotid artery dissection. Acute hemianic headache with delayed focal cerebral ischaemic events is also a common presentation of internal carotid artery dissection. The mode of onset of headache is instantaneous and severe in about 13% of cases.34 Unless accompanied by ischaemic stroke, CT and lumbar puncture is unrevealing and MR angiography is fast becoming the imaging modality of choice in demonstrating the arterial dissection. The outcome of internal carotid artery dissection is generally favourable, but permanent neurological deficits and even death may result.31–34 Although no controlled trials are available, early identification of arterial dissection may allow early initiation of antplatelet or anticoagulation therapy, possibly preventing a more serious cerebral ischaemic complication.

A recent study of 28 consecutive patients with spontaneous intracranial hypotension (SIH) secondary to spinal CSF leaks found that four of the 28 patients (14%) presented with thunderclap headache.35 Nuchal rigidity was present in three patients who sought early medical attention. These patients underwent CT, lumbar puncture, and cerebral angiography to exclude an aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage. Despite the negative results on these initial studies, all patients had evidence of brain and/or cerebellar tonsillar descent, and pachymeningeal thickening and enhancement, which are characteristic findings of this syndrome on MRI.

Finally, pituitary apoplexy has been reported to present with thunderclap headache in the absence of positive findings on clinical, CT, and/or CSF examinations.36 Pituitary apoplexy is an uncommon clinical syndrome usually characterised by acute headache, ophthalmoplegia, diminished visual acuity, and altered mental status caused by the sudden infarction or haemorrhage of a pituitary gland that invariably harbours an adenoma. The clinical manifestations of pituitary apoplexy however are protean, ranging from a clinically benign event to a catastrophic illness with adrenal crisis, coma, or sudden death. These cases illustrated the fact that the pituitary tumour, which is isodense to brain tissue, can easily be overlooked on routine CT, even when haemorrhage is present within the gland. Brain MRI readily identifies both the tumour and the associated haemorrhage. These cases emphasise the importance of considering this potentially devastating disorder as a cause of thunderclap headache, particularly when initial investigations from unruptured aneurysms and the value of MRI in detecting underlying causes for thunderclap headache, which may not be obvious on the initial CT or lumbar puncture.
**Diagnostic criteria for idiopathic thunderclap headache**

1. Very severe pain intensity
2. Instantaneous or hyperacute onset of pain (<30 seconds)
3. Appropriate investigations exclude the presence of an underlying cause. These include subarachnoid haemorrhage, cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, pituitary apoplexy, arterial dissection, spontaneous intracranial hypertension, and acute hypertensive crisis.

**Comment**

Idiopathic thunderclap headaches may occur spontaneously or may be precipitated by the Valsalva manoeuvre, sexual activity, strenuous exercise, or exertion. Headaches may recur over a 7–14 day period. Similar headaches may occur infrequently over subsequent months to years. Investigations are always necessary to rule out secondary causes listed in 3. If performed, angiography may demonstrate diffuse segmental cerebral vasospasm, which resolves within weeks to months. Modified from Dodick et al. By permission of Cephalalgia.

**Benign (Idiopathic) Thunderclap Headache**

It is clear that in the absence of organic intracranial pathology, thunderclap headache may occur as a benign and potentially recurrent idiopathic headache disorder. Before the introduction of the term in 1986, benign thunderclap headache has been referred to under various terms or clinical circumstances such as benign vascular headache, migrainean vasospasm, crash migraine, benign sexual (coital) headache type II, and benign isolated cerebral vasculitis or benign angiopathy of the nervous system.

Although some patients with idiopathic thunderclap headache may have a history of migraine, the clinical presentation and temporal profile of thunderclap headache is not purely unique. Indeed, a characteristic clinical and angiographic pattern has begun to emerge and diagnostic criteria have been proposed (box). The headache, which is sudden and reaches maximum intensity within 30 seconds, usually lasts up to several hours, but a lingering less severe headache may persist for weeks. Episodes of thunderclap headache may occur repeatedly over weeks to months. In up to one third of patients, the headache may recur over subsequent months to years.

From the available literature, it seems that idiopathic thunderclap headache may be associated with angiographic evidence of diffuse segmental vasospasm. These headaches may occur spontaneously while at rest or during light activities, or may be precipitated by intense exertion, Valsalva manoeuvres, or sexual activity. Exercise, weight lifting, or sexual intercourse is a precipitating event in up to one third of patients with idiopathic thunderclap headache. In fact, benign sexual headache type II likely represents idiopathic thunderclap headache and reflects the influence of exertion on this headache disorder rather than having a unique relation to sexual activity itself.

Thunderclap headache which is associated with diffuse vasospasm in the absence of subarachnoid haemorrhage, may be associated with fluctuating focal neurological signs or symptoms, seizures, and even stroke. Angiography demonstrates alternating segments of arterial constriction and dilatation involving large cerebral arteries at the circle of Willis and their second and third order branches. These cases, which have been in the absence of an obvious precipitating cause other than exertion, should be distinguished from what has been termed “benign angiopathy of the CNS”. In these reported cases, some associations have been identified including the ingestion of ergotamine derivatives and the postpartum period (postpartum angiopathy), which has been related in some cases to bromocriptine. As in the idiopathic cases, this disorder is often self limiting and resolves within 2 months without treatment. However, when cerebral vasospasm is present, careful clinical monitoring is important and although the evidence is purely anecdotal, nimodipine may be used in an attempt to prevent or ameliorate the risk of a delayed ischaemic deficit.

Although these two entities may be synonymous, until more is known about their pathogenesis, idiopathic thunderclap headache should remain a separate disorder and the use of the term “angiopathy” should be avoided in cases of spontaneous thunderclap headache until such time as evidence of abnormal vascular histopathology is demonstrated.

Idiopathic thunderclap headache with vasospasm must also be distinguished from inflammatory CNS vasculitis, as the outcome, management, and prognosis are different. Isolated CNS vasculitis is not known to present with thunderclap headache in the absence of subarachnoid haemorrhage and these patients often have abnormal CSF. Also, isolated CNS vasculitis is invariably restricted to blood vessels which are less than 0.5 mm in diameter and not, as reported in patients with thunderclap headache and vasospasm, in the large blood vessels that constitute the circle of Willis and their second order branches.

The striking similarity between the clinical presentation and angiographic features of idiopathic thunderclap headache with vasospasm and the reported cases of unruptured aneurysms presenting as thunderclap headache, strongly suggest that the unruptured aneurysms found in these cases were incidental and unrelated to either the headache or the vasospasm. It would certainly be difficult to account for a mechanism by which an unruptured aneurysm could precipitate diffuse, segmental, cerebral vasospasm in the absence of subarachnoid blood.

**Pathophysiology**

The pathophysiology or mechanism(s) underlying idiopathic thunderclap headache with or without segmental vasospasm is unclear. The occurrence of the headache during physical activity, in patients with pheochromocytoma or acute hypertensive crises, and in patients who ingest sympathomimetic drugs or foods containing tyramine while concurrently using MAO inhibitors, suggests the possibility that excessive sympathetic activity or an abnormal vascular response to circulating catecholamines may be involved. In support of this hypothesis, as a radiographic entity, reversible cerebral vasospasm has also been associated with pheochromocytoma, eclampsia, and sympathomimetic (amphetamine, cocaine) drug intoxication.

Vasospasm, as opposed to arterial stenosis, usually reflects a reversible process consisting of a localised smooth muscle contraction of the blood vessel wall, which results in segmental luminal narrowing. Vasospasm can be provoked by mechanical, biochemical, and neurogenic stimuli. The abrupt onset of both the headache and vasospasm would seem to imply a neurogenic mechanism. The perivascular and intramural portions of the intracranial arteries are richly invested with sympathetic nerves containing neuropeptide Y and in human cerebral and meningeal blood vessels, neuropeptide Y elicits concentration dependent contraction. That vascular calibre may directly reflect sympathetic tone and sympathetic receptor sensitivity is evident from experimental and animal models of vasospasm in subarachnoid haemorrhage as well as the clinical finding of multifocal vasospasm in patients with pheochromocytoma and sympathomimetic drug intoxication. It is possible therefore, that idiopathic
Thunderclap headache represents a spontaneous and aberrant central sympathetic response. This is supported by the finding of sudden and severe headache in patients with paroxysmal hypertension due to baroreceptor dysfunction and loss of inhibition of central sympathetic reflexes.16

THUNDERCLAP HEADACHE AND "CRASH MIGRAINE"

It has been suggested that idiopathic thunderclap headache is simply a migraine variant and may be a harbinger for future migraine attacks.20,21 Indeed, in patients with a history of migraine, the occurrence of an unusual sudden severe headache which was self limited and accompanied by nausea and vomiting, was the basis for the use of the term “crash migraine”.22 The original description of crash migraine bears a striking resemblance to idiopathic thunderclap headache—"This (crash migraine) refers to headache that “out of the blue” in 10 or 20 seconds reaches a high intensity, suggesting subarachnoid hemorrhage; yet, both lumbar puncture and angiography are normal. The headache may be situated posteriorly or generalized. Vomiting occurs in about one half of the cases. There may be a recurrence 2 or 3 days later. In some 10 patients, long-term follow-up has revealed no disaster".23

The clinical features, temporal pattern, mode of onset, and associated features of idiopathic thunderclap headache are not only unique, but quite distinct from the well established clinical criteria of migraine and tension type headache. The International Headache Society classification has established a uniform terminology for headache disorders where the diagnosis is based on clinical features.24 By providing homogenous patient population samples, these criteria have facilitated an enormous advance in our knowledge of the epidemiology and pathophysiology of several primary headache disorders. This has led, and continues to lead, to remarkably effective treatments for some of these disorders.

To gain insights into the epidemiology, clinical range, pathophysiology, appropriate management, and prognosis of patients with this disorder, clinical criteria must be established to create homogenous patient populations to study in a prospective fashion. If idiopathic thunderclap headache were to be considered a migraine or tension-type headache variant, it could lead to erroneous clinical diagnosis and complacency with respect to the need for investigations, especially in those with a history of migraine headache. Therefore, until the pathogenesis of idiopathic thunderclap headache is elucidated, the term “crash migraine” should be abandoned if for no other reason than to avoid the misunderstanding that this is a legitimate presentation of migraine.

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION OF THUNDERCLAP HEADACHE

Idiopathic thunderclap headache is a diagnosis of exclusion

This statement cannot be overemphasised because of the serious nature of the potential intracranial causes. Brain CT is obligatory in all patients. Both retrospective and prospective studies which have recently evaluated third generation CT scanners in subarachnoid haemorrhage show a sensitivity of 100% and 98% respectively within the first 12 hours after the onset of headache, and 93% within the first 24 hours.25 Although these figures are promising, expert neuroradiologists interpreted the scans in most of these studies. In general practice, physicians are less experienced in reading CT scans, and subtle abnormalities are undoubtedly overlooked. Furthermore, the sensitivity of CT decreases to 86% 1 day after the onset of headache, 76% after 2 days, and 58% 5 days later.26

A lumbar puncture therefore is required in all patients whose initial CT is negative, equivocal, or technically inadequate. The CSF pressure should always be measured as high intracranial pressure may be an important clue to the presence of cerebral venous sinus thrombosis where about 25% of CT scans will be negative. Increased opening pressure may also help distinguish between a traumatic lumbar puncture and a subarachnoid haemorrhage. It is vital that this distinction be made as about 20% of lumbar punctures are traumatic, and simply looking for a decrement in the erythrocyte count in three successive tubes is not entirely reliable. In addition, if the fluid is not promptly centrifuged and examined, erythrocytes resulting from a traumatic tap may undergo lysis in vitro producing xanthochromia from the formation of oxyhemoglobin. Visual inspection for xanthochromia can miss discoloration in up to 50% of specimens. The detection of xanthochromia by spectrophotometry is the most accurate test for subarachnoid haemorrhage with a sensitivity of 100% when a lumbar puncture is performed between 12 hours to 2 weeks after the ictus.27

The contentious issue has been whether intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography is required to exclude an unruptured aneurysm in patients with thunderclap headache, a normal neurological examination, and a normal CT and CSF examination. The evidence that unruptured intracranial aneurysms present in this fashion is scarce and incomplete and as previously discussed, in most cases, the aneurysm was quite likely an incidental finding. The balance of evidence from prospective studies indicates that this presentation is benign. In a retrospective study of 71 patients with thunderclap headache whose results on CT and lumbar puncture were negative, none of the patients had subarachnoid haemorrhage during an average follow up period of 3.3 years.28 Furthermore, in four prospective studies, a total of 225 patients with thunderclap headache and negative CT and lumbar punctures were followed up for one year or more, and none of the patients had a subarachnoid haemorrhage or sudden death.29,30

In cases where the CSF or clinical findings are difficult to interpret or the index of suspicion is unusually high (family or personal history of subarachnoid haemorrhage), MRA is an appropriate procedure for detecting a saccular aneurysm in most patients. Magnetic resonance angiography and CT angiography (CTA) offer non-invasive methods of evaluating patients for the presence of an intracranial aneurysm. In a recent meta-analysis, 18 adequate quality studies of MRA for intracranial aneurysms were identified and the sensitivity varied between 69% and 100%, and the specificity was 75%–100%. Aneurysm size has been an important factor in aneurysm detection, with studies of MRA consistently indicating sensitivity rates of greater than 95% for aneurysms greater than 6 mm in diameter. Computed tomographic angiography has been studied less extensively than MRA, but published data of CTA versus intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography indicate that spiral CTA is at least as good, if not more accurate than MRA, with overall detection rates of 85%–98%.31–33 Digital subtraction angiography with selective cerebral arterial injections and multiple projections is invasive and costly, may require a stay in hospital, and carries an overall 1% risk of transient and 0.5% risk of permanent neurological complication. The risk may be
higher in patients with thunderclap headache, especially in the presence of diffuse vasospasm.\(^{1,2}\) CTA has some disadvantages compared with MRA in that it requires an injection of iodine based contrast which exposes patients to radiation (\(\sim 2\) mSv—roughly equivalent to \(\sim 1\) year of background radiation), and carries a small risk of an allergic reaction or a deterioration in renal function.

Thus, if unruptured cerebral aneurysms can present with thunderclap headache with a normal neurological examination, negative CT and lumbar puncture, it would seem to be an exceedingly uncommon occurrence and certainly does not justifi intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography on all or even most patients.

**CONCLUSION**

Thunderclap headache is a clinical emergency which mandates a swift evaluation with investigations aimed at excluding a subarachnoid haemorrhage. Early CT has high sensitivity and specificity for detecting subarachnoid blood. However, when negative, lumbar puncture is always required. In those patients with normal neurological, CT, and CSF examinations, further imaging to search for an unruptured intracranial aneurysm is not warranted and may be misguided. Prospective studies indicate that the overwhelming majority of these patients have an excellent long term prognosis without an increased risk of subarachnoid haemorrhage or sudden death and there is as yet precious little evidence that patients with unruptured aneurysms can present with thunderclap headache. Furthermore, given the prevalence of unruptured aneurysms in the population, the likelihood of uncovering one as an incidental finding is not remote, and implications of such a finding are not sequential.

On the other hand, acute neurological emergencies such as cervicocranial arterial dissection and cerebral venous sinus thrombosis may present with thunderclap headache as the earliest or only symptom in a significant minority of patients. Brain CT is often negative in these cases, and lumbar puncture is either negative as in the case of arterial dissection, or may only demonstrate increased opening pressure in patients with cerebral vein thrombosis. Because of the neurological morbidity associated with delayed ischaemic or haemorrhagic events in these conditions, prompt and early diagnosis is imperative. In these cases, MR angiography is the imaging procedure of choice.

When appropriate investigations have excluded all potential secondary causes, a diagnosis of idiopathic thunderclap headache is appropriate. This disorder may be associated with angiographic evidence of diffuse multifocal cerebral vasospasm. Although this unusual angiographic abnormality is reversible and self limited, careful clinical observation is warranted, especially if focal neurological symptoms occur.
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